Development
Domain

Monday

Circle Time
Language and Literacy
Knowledge and Skills

Tuesday
Measurement

Spatial Relations

Goal: To use nonstandard objects for
measuring.

Goal: To demonstrate
the meaning of beside,
between, above, in,
over, front, backwards,
last etc.

Small group Activities
Measuring

Small group Activities
Triangle Shapes with
Reema

Science, Math and
Nature, Social and
Emotional
Development
Small Groups
(rotated over the week
so each child gets a
turn with each group)
Physical development
and health
Gross and fine motor
skills

Classroom Centers

Valentine’s
Day
Party

Wednesday

Goal: Work together in
a small group to
measure how long the
table is using unifix
blocks.

Goal: Using a sensory
method to outline,
punch out and glue
flipped and turned
triangle shapes

Thursday
Dance Concepts with
Rachel
Goal: To work with
basic movement as a
group to choreograph a
dance

Friday
Problem Solving
Goal: To suggest ways
to solve common
problems that arise in
class.

Small group Activities
Growing Patterns

Small group Activities
Coin values

Goal: To work together
as a group to make a
growing pattern using
the unit blocks

Goal: Learn to
recognize how many
pennies a dime, nickel
and quarter is
equivalent to.

Sensory Table Pellets

Play in the Woods,

Sensory Table Pellets

Play in the Woods,

Goal: Sensory
experience. Measuring
cups and spoons,
funnels and containers

Goal: gross motor
development,
experiences with
nature. . Winter
changes.
Structures Goal: Small
and large muscle
development. Creative
expression. Shape,
balance, counting,
measurement. Physics .

Goal: Sensory
experience. Measuring
cups and spoons,
funnels and containers

Goal: gross motor
development,
experiences with
nature. . Winter
changes.
Science Goal: Become
familiar with scientific
inquiry such as
predictions,
hypotheses,
experimentation.

Drama Home Center
Goal: To give students a
chance to practice
family living and social
interaction scenarios.

Lesson Plans Sunshiners

Music and Movement
Goal: Experiments with
different sounds and
ways your body can
move with or without
music.
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